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SUMMARY

This report is In response to the Council Motion (Council File 17-0397) approved on April 7, 201.7 
instructing the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) to implement a policy of setting 
parking meters to a default setting that will only charge customers for time periods that fall within the 
parking meters posted hours of operation, and not for meter time beyond the hours of operation.

RECOMMENDATION

That the City Council RECEIVE and FILE this report

BACKGROUND

LADOT operates over 34,000 single-space and 220 multi-space smart parking meters, which) account for 
approximately 37,000 metered spaces citywsde. These smart meters are equipped with innovative 
technology, which includes wireless communication for remote programming and improved parking 
management. To operate the meters citywide, there are more than 650 unique meter program policies 
(rates and times) that are individually programmed by LADOT staff.

On May 21, 2012, LADOT launched LA Express Park in Downtown Los Angeles, which uses demand-based 
pricing and innovative parking guidance to implement an intelligent parking management system. In 
August 2012, LADOT initiated a policy to program parking meters in the LA Express Park areas to only 
charge customers for time periods that fell within the parking meters' posted hours of operation, which 
is consistent with the direction of the Council File 17-0397 motion. The technology of the LA Express 
Park meters made this effort possible. By the end of 2015, staff had modified all of the meters' program 
policies in LA Express Park so that no credit card fees could be accepted by the meters outside of the 
norma! operating hours.

DISCUSSION

Prior to CF 17-0397 being Introduced, LADOT staff was methodically modifying the meter policies 
remotely to not allow the default time to include time outside of the hours of operation, accept credit 
card payment outside of the hours of operation, give time for coins inserted outside of the hours of
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operation, and to let the customer know that they can park for free up to a certain time. Following the 
adoption of CF 17-0397, LADOT staff developed a plan to accelerate the reprogramming of meters to 
reflect these policies. The reprogramming was prioritized first by policies covering the highest number of 
meters, then the areas with the highest parking occupancy. By using these priorities, the early policy 
changes would affect the most meters and subsequent policy changes would affect fewer and fewer 
meters.

94% of all meters have been updated to reflect these policies and the remaining conversions are 
projected to be completed by the end of April 2018.

FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT

There may be an impact to the General Fund. The City Council frequently declares a surplus of the 
Special Parking Revenue Fund (SPRF) to be deposited into the Genera! Fund. The implementation of the 
parking policy is expected to reduce SPRF parking meter revenue an estimated $900,000 per year.
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